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NEW CONTAIN™ STORAGE SOLUTION FROM THE HON COMPANY:  

RETHINKING STORAGE FROM THE INSIDE OUT 

 

(MUSCATINE, IA – AUGUST 5, 2014) – The HON Company’s Contain™ storage solution 

redefines active and anticipated storage and turns any workspace into a hub for 

collaboration. Whether used independently or integrated with HON workstations and 

desking solutions, this streamlined collection maximizes storage capacity and delivers 

uniform design and flexible layout configurations for greater workplace planning freedom.  

 “Today, people demand more of their storage, including providing a convenient 

place to organize their work and hold personal belongings,” said Fred Colony, Vice 

President, Product Management and Development at The HON Company. “Contain is a 

versatile storage solution that is perfectly suited for today’s shrinking workspaces.” 

Contain delivers layout freedom by offering low metal credenzas that support a 

wide range of applications and adapt to changing needs as companies grow. The versatile 

credenzas deliver a storage solution that seamlessly integrates with HON workstation and 

desking solutions including Accelerate TM, Abound® and Voi®. Contain provides active 

and anticipated personal storage that delivers value with its coordinated, tailored platform 

and user-friendly design, while adapting to the condensing work environment.  

The metal credenzas are available in widths from 30” to 72” and can be 

customized to complement a workstation both functionally and aesthetically, through a 

variety of options such as drawer configurations, seat cushions, laminate tops and fronts, 

and footed or kickplate base options. With two base choices, platinum metallic footed or 

kickplate, Contain delivers aesthetics along with added durability. The versatility of 

choices makes it simple to configure every space to the unique personality and work style 

of each person. 

 

 



Contain credenzas deliver: 

• Durable steel frame and mixed material options 

• A combination of open shelves and drawers as well as options for finishes, bases 

and tops 

• Choice of metal or durable, stain-resistant woodgrain laminate fronts  

• Base options of platinum metallic feet or a kickplate  

• Top options turn the low credenza into short-term seating by adding seat cushions 

or a laminate top to coordinate with existing HON desks and workstations  

• Arch drawer pulls match current product lines 

• Accommodates right- and left-handed configurations 

• Provides active storage within arm’s length of user 

• Backed by HON’s Full Lifetime Warranty 

 

Contain is the newest storage solution from The HON Company. To learn more about 

Contain, or about The HON Company, visit hon.com. 
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About The HON Company 
Inspired by practicality and invested in understanding the needs of its customers, The 
HON Company strives to establish meaningful connections resulting in product solutions 
and customer support that exceed market demands. As a leading designer and 
manufacturer of workplace furniture including chairs, storage, panel systems, tables and 
desks, HON’s commitment to serving its customers is rooted in reliable performance and 
a member culture that is approachable, confident, smart, and ready to serve. 
Headquartered in Muscatine, Iowa, The HON Company has numerous manufacturing 
facilities strategically located throughout the United States, and markets its products 
through a nationwide network of loyal distribution partners. The HON Company is the 
largest operating company of HNI Corporation, the second-largest office furniture 
manufacturer in the world (NYSE:  HNI). For more information, visit hon.com. 
 
 
 

 

	  


